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                              Abstract

     The recent data for Bose-Einstein Correlations (BEC) of three-charged

   particles obtained by NA44 Collaboration have been analysed using

   theoretical formula with Coulomb wave functions. It has been recently

   proposed by Alt et al. It turns out that there are discrepancies between these

   data and the respective theoretical values. To resolve this problem we seek a

   possibly improved theoretical formulation of this problem by introducing the

   degree of coherence for the exchange effect due to the BEC between two-

   identical bosons. As a result we obtain an improved formulation for the BEC

   of three-charged particles showing a good agreement with the experimental

   data of NA44 Collaboration. This indicates that the interaction region in the

   S+Pb collisions at 200 GeV/c per nucleon is equal to about 1.5 fm.

   K2y zvo7'tls : Bose-Einstein Correlation, three-charged particles, Coulomb

   wave functions, high energy heavy-ion collisions

1 Introduction

   One of the most interesting subjects in high energy heavy-ion collisions is study of

the higher order Bose-Einstein Correlation (BEC) effect [1-6] (known also as the HBT

or the GGLP effect, or as the hadron interferometry [7-10]). From data on BEC we can

(in principle) infer the size of the interaction region and therefore estimate the energy

densities reached in high energy collisions. Such work is a necessary task in the search

for the quark-gluon plasma [11,12]-a new, hypothetical form of matter.

   To get more precise sizes of the interaction regions, we have to take into account

the final state interactions among the charged particles [13,14]. A great advance in this
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direction for the BEC of the three-charged particles has been recently made by Alt et.

al. [5]. They have derived a correction formula for the raw data introducing

distribution functions of the charged particles. Their formulation is based on the plane

wave functions and on the Coulomb wave functions, assuming that produced hadrons

are already in the asymptotic region of the Coulomb interactions where the strong

interaction already vanishes [15,16]. It amounts in the following correction factor Khout

due to the Coulomb effect for identical three-charged particles : '

                                   Mout                             KbOUt:=:: Dplane (1)
                                  '
The denominator Dpt... is given by (p(xi) are distribution functions of charged

particles):

              Dpiane = rli-fa3xip(xi)d3x2p(x2)d3x3p(x3)

                       el ei(kl'Xl+k2'X2+k3'X3) Li- ei(1{1'X2+kz'Xl+k3'X3)

                       +ei(kl'X2+k2'X3+k3'Xl}-1-ei(kt'Xl+k2'X3+ICS'X2)

                        +ei(kr'X3+k2'Xl+k3'X2}+ei<kl'XS+k2'X2+k3'Xi)12) (2)

The numerator Allrout has the following form :

               IVb..t z gk3xip(xi)d3x2p(x2)d3x3p(x3)

                         e l sbkClk2(xl,x2) lblgak3(X2)X3) Sthlg3kl(X3,Xl)

                         + Zblgik2(Xi,X3) th,C2k3(X3,X2) 10ig3k,(X2,Xi)

                         -i- lblg,k,(x2,xl) sblF,k,(xl,x3) Sblg,k,(x3,x2)

                         -i- lbig,k,(x2,x3) sbiSk,(x3,xl) sblf,k,(xl,x2)

                         + lbig,k,(x3,xl) sbi&,,(xl,x2) lblf,1,,(x2,x3)

                         + thcCik2(X3,X2) th,C2k,(X2,Xl) th,C,k,(Xi,X3)12. (3)

Here th,C,k,(xi,xj) are the Coulomb wave functions of the respective 2-body collision

expressed as,

        !big,k,(xi,xj) == r(1+irpi,･)e"rpijt2e'kW'i'WF[-irpi,･, 1 ; i(kijri,･-ki,･ e rij)], (4)

with riJ･ ==(xi-xJ･), kij･ == (ki-kj)/2 and rpi,･ := ma/feij･. F[a, b; x] and ](x) are the confluent

hypergeometric function and the Gamma function, respectively. In order to use Eqs. (1),

(2) and (3), one has to assume first some shapes and sizes for the source functions. In

   iThecorreiationfx,;ilc,fi//,veto:,,e,w,,l,t/kilS,tL'i,e,e-1"'e.,,1.t,IS-ei8a.r,ttli:i,e.,?ali,,i,t:,eilaS"SUaibY

where ki is the momentum of particle i, and P(ki,k2) and P(ki,1<2,k3) are two and three particles

probability densities, respectively. The probability densities for two-identical particles case can be

wrltten as,

                     ffllth?,E2(1<i,I<2,xi,x2)l2p(xi)p(x2)d3xid3xz,

where p(xi) stand for the source functions of particle i.
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fact, this is the procedure already used in Ref. [17] by NA44 Collaboration :

              Corrected data == (raw data)×Kipc×Khcceptance×Kboui,

where Kspc and Kh,,.,t,.,. denote the effect of multiparticle production in the single

particle spectra and the acceptance effect in the experiment.

  In this paper, we would like to adopt a different point of view for Eq. (3). As is seen

in Ref. [14], the BEC of identical two-charged pions can also be analysed by the

Coulomb wave functions. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the numerator AJboui

is the main theoretical ingredient in analysis of the BEC of three-charged particles. We

argue therefore that

                        A[(3'Oi'3rml/Al'BG ! CXMout, (5)

where we have introduced the normalization factor C, which corresponds to the

asymptotic value of the BEC. Using Eq. (5) we can now (with the help of the CERN-

MINUIT program) analyse data of Ref. [17] using Gaussian source distributions of

radii R, p(x) == (2Ji2i2)3i2 exp[-2XR22]2.

  In the next paragraph, we analyse the data of NA44 Collaboration [17] by Eq. (5). In

the third paragraph we shall derive an improved theoretical formula for 3-particle

BEC introducing the degree of coherence parameter into Eq. (5). This formula will be

then used in the 4th paragraph for the re-analyses of the experimental data [17].

Concluding remarks are given in the final paragraph.

2 Applicatiolt of Eq. (5) to the data by NA44 Collaboration

Here we analyse the data by Eq. (5). As can be seen in Fig.1 and Table 1, there are some

discrepancies between the data points and theoretical values calculated by means of

Eq. (5). Thus we would like to know why this equation cannot explain the data [17].

One of the probable reasons is the possible partial coherent of produced pions. In fact,

authors of Ref. [17] have used not the equivalence of Eq. (5) but the following formula

instead (cf., Ref. [9,18]) :

   2It should be remembered that NA44 Collaboration data are for the variable

                         Q,2--(k,-le,)Z+(le,-k,)Z+(k,-k,)2
where ki are four-momentum of charged partices. Q3=!Z53r However, in our calculations we assume

that qo2,i,･==(1<oi-koj)2 uO and use, instead,

                        O,2--(k,-k,)2-{-(k,-k,)2+(k,-k,)2,

As matter of fact, the follwing more general procedure should be used :

              Cf,ni,dkoiAIbottt'6(Q3- (feiuale2)2+(le2-fe3)2+(k3mki)2).

It turn out, however, to be too much CPU time consuming to be applicable in present calculations.
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     Figure 1 : Analysis of 3n' BEC in S+Pb collision [17].(a) and (b) are results of

     Eqs, (5) and (6),respectively, The error bars are systematic errors.

                         N(3.)
                          lv.. == C(1+A,e-ReQg). (6)

It contains one more parameter, A3, which can be regarded as a kind of effective degree

of coherence and which, in our opinion, should therefore occur also somehow in Eq. (5).

        Table 1: Estimated values fer the data [17] by Eqs. (5) and (6) using

              CERN-MINUIT program

Formulas C R[fm] A x2/Alliof

Eq.(5)

Eq.(6)
O.941±O.026

O.986±O.028

2.47±O.14

2.36±O.26 1.37±O.19

17.6/16

7.8/15

3 Diagram Decomposition of Eq. (5)

First of all, we have to find a possible way for the introduction of the degree of

coherence parameter A into Eq. <5>. Let us therefore examine the plane wave (PW)

approximations of the Coulomb wave functions (lcizi=kimk2 and ri2=rimr2) :

   A(1) = th,C,,(ri2)th{C,,(r23)th<C,,(r3i)

            ll'}XW eik12'r12eik23'r23eik31'r'3r .. e{312)i(kl'Xl+lc2'X2+1{3'X3), (7a)

   A(2) =: th,C,,(ri3)th,C,,(r32)thcC3i(r2i)

            t'llYIV eiklE'1'13eik23'r32eik31'r21=e(312}i{kl'Xr+1(2'X3+IC3'X2)) (7b)

   A(3) == th,C,,(r2i)th,C,,(ri3)thcC3i(r32)

            !l'l¥IV eik12'r21eikzs'r13eilc31'r3z=e(312)i{kl'X2+k2'Xl+lc3'X3)) (7c)

   A(4) == th,C,,(r23)th,C,,(r3i)thcC,i(ri2)

            !l')¥SV eik12'I'23eik23'l'31eik31'r12=e(3t2)i(ICr'XZ+k2'X3+k3'Xl)7 (7d)
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   A(5) = th,C,,(r3i)th,C,,(ri2)ificC3i(r23)

            !l'l¥W eik12'r3ieil{23'rr2eik3i'r23=e(312}i(kr'X3+k2'Xi+l{3'Xz)i (7e)

   A(6) =:: th,C,,(r32)th,C,,(r2i)ifkCsi(ri3)

            !'llXW eik12'l'32eik23'I'21eik31'l13=e(312)i(kl'X3+1{2'X2+]{3'Xl), (7f)

  Notice that, except for the factor 3/2, exponential functions are the same

expressions as those present in the integrand of Eq. (2). This difference is attributed to

the fact that Coulomb wave function used here describes two-charged particles

collisions, therefore factor 3/2 appears because there are relevant two-particle three

combinations among three-charged particles.

  Combining Eqs. (7) and Figs.2, we obtain the following three sets of equations :

    fl--!}-iA(i)A*(i)!i'igWi, (sa)
    .F> == -li-[A(1)A*(2)+A(1)A*(3)+A(1)A*(6)+A(2)A*(4)÷A(2)A*(s)

         +A(3)A*(4)+A(3)A*(5)+A(4)A*(6)+A(5)A"(6)+c. c,]

         PllJ         - BEC between two-charged particles (See Figs. 2(b)--(d)), (8b)

    Fh - -li-[A(1)A*(4)+A(1)A*(5)+A(2)A*(3)+A(2)A*(6)+A(3)A*(6)

         +A(4)A"(5)÷c. c.]
         psv         - BEC among three-charged particles (See Figs. 2(e) and (f)). (8c)

Combining now Eqs. (8) and the concept of partial coherence for the BEC [17,18], we

can introduce a coherence parameter ff for the single mark (×) in Fig.23. Taking

into account the strength of the degree of coherence A between two-identical bosons

and A3t2 ainong three-identical bosons in Figs.2, we can finally express the BEC for

three identical charged particles as :

           NiG".O'i3rr) zcfa3xip(xi)cl3x2p(x2)d3x3p(x3)Ea+AF>+A3'2I>]. (9)

Equation (9) is the improved theoretical formula we were looking for. It differs from

Eq. (5) originally proposed by Alt et. al. in [5] by the presence of the degree of

coherence R and in the limit of rpi,･-0 it becomes

                    Eq.(g)O-' ,'-"c(1+3,le-R2QZ-}-2A3i2e-gR2Q8), (lo)

which is the extended formula proposed some time ago by Deutschmann et al. [18].

  It should be noticed that Eq. (9) can be applied to data corrected only by the Gamow

factor G(rpi2)G(rp23)G(rp3i) in an ideal case [19], because Eq. (9) is described by the

Coulomb wave functions including the Gamow factors (see Ref. [20])4.

3The A=1 corresponds to the totally chaotic source, which is the assumption behind Eq. <5).
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     Figure 2 : Diagram refiecting three-charged particles Bose-Einstein Correlation

      (BEC) and Coulombic potential ( Vt), × means the exchange effect of BEC.

                           '4 Reanalyses of NA44 Collaboration data by means of Eq. (9)

                                                         '
At present we have no data corrected only by the Gamow factors, therefore we apply

Eq. (9) to the analysis of NA44 Collaboration data E17] using the CERN-MINUIT

program. Our results are shown in Fig. 3 and Table 2. Comparing them with those of

Table 1, it can be said that the x2-value becomes smaller, i.e., the agreement is now

improved. The range of interaction becomes also smaller. For the sake of reference we

present in Table 2 also results obtained by using Eq. (1ol.

     Table 2 : Reanalyses of 3rr' BEC in S + Pb collisioil [17] by Eqs. (9) and (1ot,

Formulas C R[fm] A x2 /IVIiof

Eq.(9)

Eq.(Ior

O.917±O.e32

O.984±O.029

1.53±O.20

2.25±O.24

O.55±O.07

O.33±O.04

6.7/15

7.7/15

   4In other words, ideal data sets for Eq. (9) are of the form

               Corrected data =: (raw data)×Kipc×Klicceptance×Kdauiow,
where Kltamow=1/(G(iji2)G(ij23)G(q3i))･
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    Figure 3 : Reanalyses of 3n' BEC in S + Pb collision [17]. (a) is result of Eq. (9).

    (b) is that of Eq. (Ipt.

5 Conciuding remarks

We have derived the theoretical formula for the BEC of three-charged identical

particle using both the Coulomb wave functions and the notion of the degree of

coherence and compared it with the experimental data5. Historically the degree of

   5For the numerical calculations of Eqs, (5) and (9) (in order to save the CPU-time), we have first

calculated 103k values of the Coulomb wave functions, which were then used together with some

interpolation procedure during the concrete calculations. In this way we could mal{e use of the CERN

-MINUIT program in our analyses..
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coherence in the BEC of the two-identical bosons has been introduced by
experimentalists [18], and theoretical works in this direction have been performed in

Ref. [9].

  Our present analyses suggest that the degree of coherence A is a necessary ingredient

also for the BEC of three-charged particles, in the same way as it was for the BEC for

two-charged identical particles. This fact means that the source producing finally

observed particles is not purely chaotic. It should be noticed that also recent data on

3rrrm BEC reported by OPAL Collaboration [21] suggest the necessity of introduction of

some degree of coherence6.
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